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We study in detail the behavior of some known learning algorithms. We 
estimate the sum of the squares of the absolute reiative errors of some general 
linear learning algorithms and the sum of the squares of the coefficients obtained 
by the perceptron algorithm. We prove the convergence of a statistical learning 
algorithm. The possibility of applications of this theory to biology is discussed. 
1. INTR00ucT10~ 
Perhaps the most important problem of classical approximation theory 
(see [5] and references therein) is the following. Given the values of a function 
f on a small set of points in the domain off (which may be loaded with some 
errors) find a good model offpermitting its computation at all points of the 
domain. 
Dynamic approximation theory (a term chosen here because of the analogy 
of this theory with dynamic programming [3]), which is a chapter of learning 
theory or prediction theory, looks at a slightly different problem. Points and 
the values of .f at those points are given step by step. At each step, when a 
point is given, one has to predict the value offat this point and then, as the 
true value is learned, one has to pay for the error committed. Thus one has 
to construct an algorithm for continuously improving the model off rather 
than to construct a fixed model as in the classical theory. 
In this paper I will consider only Chebyshev or linear models off, i.e., 
a fixed sequence of functions q+,..., @ defined over the domain off is chosen 
or given in advance and we look only at models off of the form 
“I$ + ... + Old@, (1) 
where (Ye are constant coefficients. The algorithms which we consider here 
(with the exception of Section 7) serve only to find and update those coeffi- 
cients. (For some nonlinear theory see [22].) 
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This paper is partly expository. The linear algorithms considered here are of 
a well known kind, but our main Theorem 4.1, the second part of Theorem 6.1 
and Theorem 7.1, although close to known facts, seem to be new. One 
generalization made here, which however is motivated only by the require- 
ments of natural generality, is our treatment of (1) as an inner product (9, uj, 
where y and a range over any Hilbert space H. (In all the applications 
which I know H has been finite dimensional.) A more important generaliza- 
tion drops the assumption of linearity, i.e., strict representability off in the 
form (1) (Theorem 4.1). 
In the final section we discuss the possibility of applying this mathematical 
theory to explain how living organisms learn some mechanical skills. (This 
was the original motivation of this paper.) 
2. NOTATION 
R and @ are the jelds of real and complex numbers respectively. 
For 01 E @, E denotes the complex conjugate of 01. 
His any Hilbert space over [w or C (see [ll]). 
For any vectors u, v E H, (u, v) denotes the inner product of u and v. 
Recall that (v, u) = (U,). 
I/ v 11 = (v, v)l’Z. 
v” = v/II v II for v # 0. 
X is a non empty set. 
qx X + H - (0). 
Given a sequence x,, , x1 ,..., (xi E X) we put yt = v(xt) for t = 0, I,..., 
f: X--t Iw or8 X-t @ if H is real or complex respectively. For any sequence 
rpo , cpl ,..., of non zero vectors in H, 
denotes the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of vO, cpl ,..., i.e., y,’ = 0 
if vn depends on q,, ,..., ynel and 
otherwise. 
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3. How TO LEARN LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
Let f and v be given and suppose that f is linear in y, i.e., 
for an a* E H and all x E X. (Examples are given in Section 5.) 
At times t = 0, l,..., nature shows some points xt E X and the scalars 
f(xt). For each t before knowingf(x,) the subject must guess a vector a, E H. 
The scalar 
et = UC4 - (R, at>)/ II 93 II = <9)t0, a* - at> (3) 
is called here the relative error at time t. Each time the subject pays j et 12. 
His goal is to minimize Ct 1 e, 12. 
We shall study first the following simple algorithm for the above problem. 
a,, is the best guess of a*, and 
(Ll) 
a t+1 = at + Gpto. 
As easily seen a,,, is the unique vector minimizing /I at+l - at II which 
satisfies 
(T t , at+& =fW; 
in other words (see 3.l(ii) below) a,,, is the perpendicular projection of at 
in a direction parallel to vt into a hyperplane containing a*. The algorithm 
(Ll) is as conservative as possible when taking full advantage of the last 
information. Because of its remarkable computational simplicity (LJ is 
suitable for applications. But first let us ask if it bounds C 1 e, I2 and if 
at -+ a*. The following theorem and comments answer these questions. 
3.1. THEOREM ON (L,). (i) x:,“=, 1 et I2 < 11 a* - a, lj2; 
(ii) j( a* - at+l \I2 = I/ a* - a, /I2 - 1 et 12; 
(iii) ifa0 , a, ,..., converge to a vector a then a satisfies 
Ez Wd - <vty &)/II yt II = 0. 
Proof. Each of the three implications 
I(2) & (3) & WI => 09 * (i>, and [(3) & (i)] 5 (iii) 
is an easy exercise. 1 
3.2. COMMENTS. 1. The inequality (i) is the most important part of 3.1 
since it secures a bound on the total loss. In particular et + 0 follows. (i) 
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gives the best possible estimate of C 1 e, 12, since, if y, = a* - a, , then 
1 e, I = I/ a* - a, I/. A generalization of (i) will be proved in Section 4. 
2. But the sequence a,, a, ,..., need not converge at all. Even if 
H = W’, given that a, # a*, and given any cy < j/ a* - a, j/ we can produce 
q~ and a sequence x0, x1 ,..., 
-- 
such that the polygonal line a,,~, u ala2 u 
a24 U ... given by (L,) spirals infinitely many times around a* within the 
ring {a: 01 < 11 a* - v I/ a* - a, II} and C& 1 e, I?’ = cc for every p < 2. 
(Recall that, by (L,), 11 a,,, - a, 11 = I et [ for all t.) 
3. PROBLEM. Can one develop a continuous time analog of the above 
theory? 
Now let us consider another algorithm for the same problem, which may 
seem more natural to the theoretician. 
6, is the best guess of a*, and 
b t+l = bt + ijtvtL, 
CL21 
where 
= (ytL, a* - b,). 
Here it is easy to see that bt+l is the unique vector minimizing II b,,, - b, II 
and satisfying 
(vs 9 bt,,) = f(xs> for all s < 1. (4) 
In fact by (LJ, we have 
(T,‘, h+d = (P),~, a*> for all s < t. 
Hence 
(vs , bt,,) = <y.y 3 a*> for all s < t, 
and, by (2), we get (4). 
Clearly (L,) takes advantage of all the past information while (~5,) takes 
advantage of the last input only. But the computational cost of (L,) is much 
larger since it requires orthonormalization and hence much more storage and 
retrieval than (L,). Moreover the theorem and comments which follow show 
that in general the advantage of (L,) over (L,) is too small to justify so much 
more computation. The relative errors committed by (L2) are 
ei = (f(x,) - (vt , bt))lll Tt I! = (TtOs ‘* - bt)e 
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3.3. THEOREM ON(&). (0) I el I < / qt I; 
(9 Cl"=, I vt I2 G II a* - b. l12; 
(ii) II a* - bt+l II2 = II a* - bt II2 - I rlt 12; 
(iii) the sequence b, , b, ,..., converges to a vector b such that 
(yt, b) =f(xJ for t = 0, 1,..., 
Proof. Of course 
and (0) follows. The assertions (i) and (ii) follow from 3.1(i) and (ii) respec- 
tively applied in the case when yt = ?ti for all t. To show (iii) notice that, 
by @2), 
n-1 
II b t+n - bt /I2 = c I r)t+k 12. 
k=O 
Hence, by (i), b, , b, ,..., is a Cauchy sequence and thus it has a limit b E H. 
Then by (4) we get the equalities of (iii). 1 
3.4. COMMENTS. 1. The estimates (0) and (i) do not show any advantage 
of (L,) over (L,), and those estimates, like those in 3.1, are the best possible. 
2. The only advantages of (L,) over (L,) are: (a) If H is finite dimen- 
sional, say n-dimensional, then there are at most n errors ei different from 0. 
(b) By 3.3 (iii), if we regard b, as the state of our knowledge aboutf, it is nice 
to know that this state stabilizes, e.g., if we pay for the computations of bt , 
we may stop modifying b, when the errors seem to have decreased enough. 
3. As already mentioned, in applications the computational disadvan- 
tages of (L2) are likely to be prohibitive. In applications to theoretical 
biology (see Section 8) they are prohibitive. 
4. How TO LEARN NEAR-TO-LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
To get closer to applications we must generalize the above theory to a 
wider class off’s. We can even permit some dependence offon time. Thus let 
f:XXT+R or @, 
where T = (0, I,...,} is the discretized time axis and let H be a real or complex 
Hilbert space respectively. Again v: X + H - {0} is given and we generalize 
the definition (3) of relative errors putting 
et = (f(xt 9 t) - (fit, at>)/ II vh II. (5) 
640/25/4-6 
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The game is the same as in Section 3, that is the subject must choose a, before 
knowingf(x, , t) and his interest is to minimize 1 e, I. 
We put 
N(f) = inf SUP If(x, t) - (y(x), a>l/ll d-W 
aeH xcX,ET 
Thus N(f) is a measure of the nonlinearity off and its dependence on 1. 
We generalize the algorithm (L,) as follows 
Choose LY > 0 and a,, E H, and 
a 
I 
a, + Gp” if I e, I > 01, o-3) 
t+1 = 
=t if 1 e, 1 < a. 
Now we shall prove that if N(f) < (~/2 then (I+) secures 
C (I et I - 4 < a. 
lCf’>Q 
(6) 
More exactly, we have the following theorem (announced in [21]). 
4.1. THEOREM ON(&). Zfa*EHand 
then 
If& > j> - (cpt 3 a*>1/ II T-3 II G 4 for 0, I,..., 
1 I et I(! et i - a) < I/ a* - a0 i12. 
/%I>& 
Proof. Let a* satisfy (7) and put vt = a* - a, and yt = et 
Then, by (9, 
(7) 
(8) 
(qJtO, vt>. 
and, by (7), 1 yt j < a/2. Hence, by (L&, for all t such that / et 1 > a we have 
!I a* - at,, II2 = II Vt - GvtO /I2 
= II vt II2 - et(vt , yt”> - Ft<vt’, vt> + I ef I2 
= I! vt II2 - 2Re(%<p)to, vt>) + I et I2 
= Ii vt II2 - 2Re($(et - rt)) + I et I2 
= II vt II2 - I et I2 + 2WW) 
< II 4 II2 - I et I2 + 2 I et I I yt I 
< !I a* - at II2 - I et Iti et I - 4. 
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Hence, by 63, 
II a* - at,, II2 < II a* - a0 II2 - &,l>a,sSt 
and (8) follows. 1 
I es ItI es I - 4 
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4.2. COMMENTS. For the first five comments we assume thatf(x, t) =f(x), 
i.e., f does not depend on t. 
1. We do not know if there exists any algorithm which secures that 
I et I > 2Nf) 
occurs only finitely many times. 
2. As easily seen, if N(f) > a/2 then lim supt-,m / et / < LX may fail even 
when H = R. Problem: Does this inequality hold if N(f) = cy/2? 
3. If H is finite dimensional or if for every vector ZJ E H - (0) there 
exists a scalar c such that cv is in the range of 9 then one can prove the exis- 
tence of a vector a* E Zf such that 
If(x) - (v(x), a*>l/ll dQl < Nf) for all x E X. (9) 
(Hint: In the infinite dimensional case use the Theorem of Alaoglu.) Hence, 
under such suppositions, (7) is valid (and meaningful) even for N(f) = IX/~. 
4. However, in general, N(f) < CL/~ is necessary for the validity of (6). 
Indeed if X = (2, 3 ,... }, and v(l), ~(2) ,..., is an orthonormal sequence and 
f(n) = l/log n then N(f) = 0, but no a* satisfying (9) exists. And if (II = 0, 
a, = 0 and (x0, x1 ,..., ) = (2, 3,...,) then e, =f(t + 2) and C 1 e, 1~ = co 
for all p > 0. (Nevertheless this example satisfies et + 0, whence the Problem 
in 4.2.2 is open.) Problem: Are there any such examples with N(f) > O? 
5. The above example shows that iff is not linear in v (see Section 3) 
then it may be risky to choose 01 = 0, i.e., to use the algorithm (L,). Already 
for H = R2 Theorem 3.1 can be invalidated by very small deviations off 
from linearity. In fact for every positive constants E and E, for X = { 1, 2, 3) 
and f(1) = f(2) = 0, f(3) = E + 1 we can construct y: X-t R2 - ((0, 0)) 
such that N(f) < E and there exists a sequence x0, x1 ,..., (xi E X) such that, 
if (L,) is used, j et ) > E infinitely many times and with positive frequency. 
(No such example is possible if H = Rl.) Of course (LJ would secure (6) and 
(8) if a: > 2~ was chosen. 
6. PROBLEM. Are there any interesting estimates of the mean error or 
the mean square error given by (L,), in terms of N(f) ? 
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7. PROBLEM. The estimates (6) and (8) are worst-case estimates. In 
many situations the following assumption is more realistic. Xis a probability- 
measure space, and x0 , x, ,..., are chosen independently at random in X. 
Then better estimates of the sequence of errors should be true. E.g.: does 
(LJ secure 
C (I et I - 4” < co 
letI>” 
with probability 1 for some p < 1 ? 
8. A case when (15~) will give good results, which is not covered by 
Theorem 4.1, occurs when there exists a large enough constant T such that 
for every t the quantity 
is small. Then the Q’S will follow the local close to linear behavior off (see 
[9, 171). 
9. Some other algorithms analogous to (L,) can be briefly introduced 
as follows. Let f(x, t) = g(x, t) + v(t), where v(t) is a random noise with 
mean 0 and N(g) is small, but N(f) may be large. Now we want to predict 
g(x,+I , r + I) but the information given is f(xt , t) and xt+t . Then we may 
use the algorithm 
Choose c > 0 and a,, and 
at+, = 4 + cGQ~, 
w 
where e, is computed relative to f(xt , t) (the only available information). 
Then, if c is sufficiently small, v will average itself out (for a fuller develop- 
ment and error estimates see [7, 9, IO, 15, 17, 24, 25, 261). 
5. THEORETICAL APPLICATIONS 
The algorithm (L3) can be used for the approximation of functions by 
polynomials. E.g. if X is a compact subset of R, f: X-t R is a continuous 
function, H = FP+l and y(x) = (1, x, x2 ,..., x”) then, by the first Weierstrass 
approximation theorem (see [14]), N(f) 4 0 as n + co. Thus, if n is large 
enough, (LJ with large enough 01 will give good results. 
Similarly if X = (x 6 C: 1 x I = l}, f: X+ C is a continuous function, 
H = Vn~l and v(x) = (x-?~ ,..., x-l, 1, x ,..., x”) then, by the second Weier- 
strass approximation theorem (see [13]), N(f) -+ 0 as n --f co. Hence again 
(&) may be applicable. 
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In practice the dimension d of H cannot be too large since a computer can 
not handle vectors with too many coordinates. This is the main limitation of 
(LJ in multivariate approximation. In fact, say in the m real variables case, 
if we want to apply (&) to obtain an approximating polynomial P of degrke IE, 
then F(X) = (~3 ... ~2: ki>O,k,+...+k,<n) and the number of 
monomials of P, i.e., the dimension d, equals (“,‘“). Thus (“,‘“) should not be 
too large. In the applications to theoretical biology which we discuss in 
Section 8 it is conjectured that the brain uses (LJ and does all the necessary 
computations. Here the acceptable d’s are probably smaller than those 
acceptable to computers. (The learning of approximating polynomials and 
related expressions is considered in [25].) 
In some applications dimensional analysis (see [6]) may indicate how to 
prune the general polynomial P, i.e., remove the monomials which may be 
irrelevant, and thus decrease d. Other methods (see [l, 181 and references 
therein) like relaxation procedures, finite elements methods, and splines use 
the idea of partitioning X into sets such that good approximation off in 
each set can be achieved by polynomials of small degree. Of course, here, the 
number of such sets may become a difficulty. (The author is not aware of 
any theoretical results comparing the amount of computation or the effi- 
ciency of various methods of this kind.) 
It can be argued that, without any a priori knowledge, the best choice of 
a, is 0. The problem of choosing 01 should probably be decided on the basis of 
the largest acceptable error. Or course l’appetit vient en mangeant and iy can 
be decreased as the errors diminish, and then increased again if the decrease 
proved too optimistic. 
6. PERCEPTRON LEARNING ALGORITHM 
In the previous sections we have studied algorithms for learning real 
valued or complex valued functions. Now, for completeness, we present a 
similar well known algorithm of F. Rosenblatt for learning two-valued 
functions. 
Let X+ and X- be two disjoint sets, X = X+ u X-, H is a real Hilbert 
space and y: X+ H - (0). Let there be some constants R > r > 0 and 
a! 3 0 and a vector a* E H such that 
II a* II = 1, II ~,(x)ll < R for all x E X, 
<&), a*> 3 r for all x E X+, 
(d-3, a*> < --r for all x E X-. 
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Again at times t = 0, l,..., nature shows some points xt E X but now it 
tells only + or - depending on whether xt E X+ or xt E X-. Again after 
receiving xt but before learning the corresponding sign the subject has to guess 
a vkctor a, and to pay one unit iff (F~ , a,) < a and xt E X+, or (yt , a,) > --N 
and xt E X-. 
The “perceptron learning algorithm” does this in the following way. 
Set a, = 0, and 
I 
a, $ y’t if (vt , at> < c1 and xt E X+, 
a t+1 = a, - 9)t if (qt , a,) 3 --01 and xt E X-, 
a, otherwise. 
u-1) 
The following theorem is a slight refinement of the classical “perceptron 
convergence theorem” which was stated in [19]. 
6.1. THEOREM ON (Lb). (LJ secures that the number of adjustments, i.e., 
the total loss, will not exceed (2a + Rz)/r2 and 11 a, // < (2oi + R2)lr for all t. 
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that a, # a, # a2 # ... 
until (if ever) the sequence becomes constant. We can also assume without 
loss of generality that X- is empty, by substituting X+ u X- for X+ and -v(x) 
for F(X) when x E X-. By the Schwartz inequality, and since j/ a* 11 = I, 
we have 
(4 > a*> e II at II for all t. (10) 
By (LJ and X- = 0, whenever ut+r # a, , we have 
and 
~1 a,+, II2 = II at /I2 + 2(yt , at> + Ii vt II2 < II at /I2 + 2a + R2 
(a t+1 9 a*> = (at, a*> + <yt, a*> > (4, a*> + r 
11 UN /I2 < N@ + R2) and (aN , a*) > Nr. 
Therefore, by (IO), we have NV2 < N(2a + R2), i.e., N < (201 i- R2)/r2, 
and hence also 11 aN /I < (2a + R2)/r. 1 
6.2. COMMENTS. 1. The above proof is an inessential modification of the 
proof given in [16], and the history of the theorem and the proof is related 
there and in [4]. (15~) belongs to a group of similar algorithms used in pattern 
recognition and related engineering problems [4, 7, 9, 16, 24, 261. 
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2. PROBLEM. Are the upper bounds in 6.1 sharp (especially in the case 
when H = Rd) ? 
3. A natural modification of the algorithm, similar to (L,), may reuse the 
data until (v, , Q+~) is right for all s = O,..., t. Notice that the total number 
of modifications remains bounded by (2a + R2)/r2. 
4. As in Section 5, the main applications of (LJ involve X = [a, b]” or 
X = {x E @: 1 x / = I}“” and monomial vector functions CJX 
7. A PROBABILISTIC LEARNING ALGORITHM 
We take this opportunity to prove one more theorem on a learning 
algorithm (L,J announced in [20]. Unlike the algorithms discussed in the 
previous sections, (LJ seems essentially useless (both in theory and practice) 
but it is pretty and may inspire worthier things. It applies to the prediction of 
r-valued (r is any positive integer) random variables f. (L6) generalizes some 
algorithms given in [8] in as much as it avoids any suppositions onf. (The 
reader interested in statistical prediction theory may consult [l, 171.) 
Let (X, 9, p) be a probability measure space; only finite additivity of the 
Boolean algebra g and of the measure p is stipulated. Let f: X-+ {I,..., r} 
be a random variable, i.e., f-‘(u) E g for v = I,..., r. m sets A, ,..., A, E g 
are given. Nature picks at random relative to p, independently, n + 1 
points x1 ,..., x, and x in X and it showsf(x,),..., f(x,). The subject may guess 
f(x). If his guess is correct he wins 01, if it is incorrect he loses /3 and if he does 
not guess the payoff is y. He knows only A, ,..., A,, a priori. 
We consider the following simple algorithm for this problem. 
(LB) If there exist k E {l,..., m} and v ~{l,..., r} such that x E A, and 
f(xi) = 2) for all x1 E Al, then pick the least such k and the corresponding v 
(ifix,,..., x,} n Al, = o pick v = I) and guessf(x) = v. Otherwise do not guess. 
Let p be the probability that a wrong guess was made. 
7.1. THEOREM ON (L,). p < mrlne, where e = C,” 1 /k !, 
Proof. Let 1-1 (n+l) be the product measure in P+l and R be the set of all 
random variables g: X --+ { I,..., r}. Then 
p d p’n+l’{(xl ,..‘, x, , x):3kilv[x~A,,f(x~)=vfor 
all xi E Al, and f(x) # v]} 
< m rnn”_~” 2 ~(~+‘){(x~ ,..., x, , x) : 3v[x E A, g(x) # v and 
g(xi) = v for all Xi E A]} 
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Since the function t(1 - ,),, attains it maximum over [0, l] at the point 
t = l/(n + l), it follows that the above maximum is attained if 
a - a, = l/(n + 1) for v = l,..., r. 
Hence 
p<z l- 
n+1 ! 
$)” ++(I +y<:, 
where the last inequality is classical (see e.g. [12]). 
7.2. COMMENTS. 1. If n < mrje the theorem is vacuous, but since 
mr/ne + 0 as n -+ co hence, with large enough n and appropriate payoffs 
01, p and y, (LB) yields a meaningful learning algorithm. 
2. PROBLEM. Can one significantly improve the estimate ofp if the sequence 
A 1 ?...> A, is closed under complementation? 
3. The probability that (L,) leads to the “no guess” decision does not 
exceed 
Thus, if f is “regular” relative to A, ,..., A, , (L6) will usually advise some 
guess. 
4. We can modify (L,) in many ways, e.g., we can choose k and v such 
that x E Ak and the ratio 
card{i : xi E Al, andf(xJ = v} + 1 
card((x, ,..., x,} n Ak) + 2 
is maximal, and guessf(x) = v. But we have not found any estimates for this 
natural algorithm. 
8. APPLICATIONS TO THEORETICAL BIOLOGY 
Assume that in smooth movements the accelerations i.e. the forces applied 
are constant. E.g. in a fast turn on skis in good conditions the forces applied 
during the turn should be constant; when an experienced carpenter drives a 
nail the acceleration of the hammer during one hit is rather constant; a good 
driver brakes as follows, smoothly he decreases the acceleration to a desired 
negative level and keeps it constant for most of the time of the maneuver and 
only at the end smoothly he raises it back to 0. In many other single move- 
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ments of walking, work and sports the above assumption of constancy of 
force seems close enough to reality to justify the consideration of the follow- 
ing problem. 
How does the brain learn the function computing the appropriate level 
of the force or the rate of firing of some efferent nerves, from the real variables 
of a given situation? 
To answer this question we shall still assume that the appropriate forces 
are continuous functions of the relevant variables, and that there exists a 
good error estimating mechanism. (In fact an additional error correcting 
feedback mechanism is present which often permits us to attain tolerable 
results at the cost of greater attention and effort even before the right func- 
tions have been learned. This complicates the estimation of the error.) 
8.1. CONJECTURE. The brain learns the functions which determine the right 
forces by means of some algorithm similar to (L3). 
Proof of plausibility. The great variety of functions which can be learned 
rules out the existence of an inherited baggage of functions which works for all 
purposes. Hence there ought to be a “universal” learning algorithm. (LJ is the 
simplest learning algorithm which we know. The computation of linear 
forms C+ + ... + (Y,# with rather large d (perhaps even integrals J cll,vU du) 
and the modifications of the coefficients (y. required by (LJ seem quite 
feasible in the brain. Moreover the exact nature of the functions v is unimpor- 
tant as long as their linear span sufficiently approximates the functions which 
are to be learned. The brain looks like an enormous analog computer, 
processing information in the form of rates of firing of neurons. But since 
very little is known about the kinds of computations which are going on, 
further speculation would be premature. (It seems that reinforcements or 
weakenings of synaptic connections could represent the modification of the 
01’s, (see e.g. [23] and references therein, or [16] Section 12.4.7), but the true 
form of the y’s is probably still hidden; perhaps they are monomials of 
degree < 2.) 1 
8.2. COMMENTS. 1. Perhaps it is possible to conjecture in a more definite 
way, and consistently with the facts which are already known, that the cere- 
bellum is the site of some simple algorithms like those discussed in this 
paper. The cerebellum’s relatively regular structure would lend strong support 
to any conjecture which explains the role of this structure. 
2. We did not attempt to explain in this paper how the brain chooses 
the right functions to be used in a given movement nor how it switches from 
movement to movement. Some ideas on those “higher” functions and on the 
stream of consciousness are considered in [22]. 
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3. In the early days of enthusiastic experimentation with perceptrons 
and related machines (based on algorithms related to (Lb)) there were hopes 
that it would explain all or most classification and recognition abilities which 
the brain can learn. The beautiful book [16] of Minsky and Papert threw 
a lot of cold water on such naive optimism (perhaps too much, see [4, 191). 
And so we believe today that the current linear theory of pattern recognition, 
and all the algorithms considered in this paper, are quite inadequate for 
explaining this ability of the brain. Different ideas, unrelated to linear 
methods, which may be relevant to this problem are considered in [22]. 
4. On the other hand, considering the mathematical developments 
originated by Chebyshev, I believe that linear algorithms such as (LJ are 
the best tools for learning continuous regular functions of relatively few 
variables, such as the learnable functions discussed in this section, and a 
limited class of pattern recognition problems with similar characteristics. If 
this is true then those algorithms are the natural tools for explaining a little 
part of intelligence. 
5. It may be too difficult today to confirm the conjecture 8.1, by the 
methods of neurophysiology. However there is perhaps a chance of confirming 
it (with a lesser degree of certainty) by an appropriate study of the behavior 
of errors in real learning, and by exploring systematically the variety of 
functions which can be learned. 
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